
Name

Apprentice   
Recommended for 
2014 - 2009 Birth 

Years

Graduate 
Recommended for 
2008 - 2006 Birth 

Years

Professional 
Recommended for 
2005+ Birth Years

Technical & Skill Juggling Intelligence

You DO NOT need to be succesful to submit! As long as you attempted the challenge!

CreativePhysical

Become a Legend - Weekly #6 - June 1st-June7th

Using your walking while juggling 
record from Week 5 distance. Have  
at least 3 attempts at trying to beat 

it. 
If you do, remember your new 

record!

.

Using your walking while juggling 
record from Week 5 distance. Have  
at least 3 attempts at trying to beat 

it. 
If you do, remember your new 

record!

Wall pass. Make sure your have 
your parents permission!

Without losing control, pass the 
wall against the wall as many times 

as you can in 1 minute. You must 
use whichever foot you like.
Attempt this at least 3 times. 
Remember your best score.

Wall Pass. Make sure you have your 
parents permission!

Using only you WEAKER foot. Pass 
the ball against the all as many 
times in 1 minute as you can.

Using only your STRONGER foot, 
pass the ball against the wall as 

many times in 1 minute as you can.

Wall Pass. Make sure you have your 
parents permission!

Using only you WEAKER foot. Pass the ball 
against the all as many times in 1 minute 

as you can.
Using only your STRONGER foot, pass the 
ball against the wall as many times in 1 

minute as you can.

Click for link to video

Click for link to video

Click for link to video Click for link to video

Click for link to video

Click for link to video Click for link to video Click for link to video Click for link to video

Click for link to video

Click for link to videoClick for link to video

Click for link to video Click for link to video

o You have 1 week to complete 1 of each of the 5 challenges. Once completed, put a tick or initial in the boxes in the bottom corner of the challenge, add your name at the top of the page, take 
a picture of the completed form and send the picture to BaL@udfc.ca.

o You can complete whichever level is best suited to challenging you, and you can do different levels for different topics. 
o All submissions will be entered into a random draw done every Sunday! If your name is not drawn, then your entry stays in the draw for the following week. The more weeks you complete, the 

more entries you will have. 
o Submission Deadline for every week is Sunday at 5pm. A new week starts every Monday at 9am. Send your submission to BaL@udfc.ca

o If you need help, all your UDFC coaches are just a email away and would be more than happy to help. If you are unsure of your coach's email or don't have a coach yet, you can email our
Director of Soccer, Adam Miller at dos@udfc.ca and he will help!

Watch the video of Christine 
Sinclair's scoring for Canada.

Pick your top 3 and explain why.

Music Moves

Game is fully explained in the video 
link below.

UDFC needs a new kit! Design a 
new jersey, shorts and socks for the 
players to wear during games! You 

can use whichever colours or 
designs that you want.

Design a soccer activity that your team 
could do to work on individual dribbling. 

What are the rules to the activity? Is it 
fun? What would be a measurement of 

success?

The video below is a passing activity to 
use as inspiration. Is it fun?

Running
Use your same 10 second sprint distance 

as the first week. This time Sprint the 
distance and back twice. Then walk there 

and back once. Repeat x3
S&C

Lunges
Walk at least 20 steps using lunges as you 

walk. Rest for 1 minute. Repeat x3

Watch the video of Christine 
Sinclair's scoring for Canada.

How many different 'types' of goal 
does she score?

E.g. Lobs, volleys, tap ins, etc

Using your walking while juggling 
record from Week 5 distance. Have  
at least 3 attempts at trying to beat 

it. 
If you do, remember your new 

record!

Watch the video of Christine 
Sinclair's scoring for Canada.

Pick 3 different types of goal she 
scores.

What are the reasons she uses 
partiular techniques in certain 

goalscoring positions? Is there an 
easier way to score? 

Running
Use your same 10 second sprint distance 

as the first week. This time Sprint the 
distance and back twice. Then walk there 

and  back once. Repeat x6
S&C

Walk at least 30 steps using lunges as you 
walk. Rest for 1 minute. Repeat x6

Design a soccer activity that your team 
could do to work on moving the ball 
forward with a dribble. You can have 
passing, but the final move must be a 

dribble. What are the rules to the 
activity? What would be a measurement 

of success?

The video below is a possession activity to 
use as inspiration.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MYTrq8xyHP4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MYTrq8xyHP4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MYTrq8xyHP4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6SRVAT7cWRQ&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6SRVAT7cWRQ&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6SRVAT7cWRQ&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ru_SjdppsVI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QOVaHwm-Q6U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PbkKWmtPeGg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XZjt8mTUg5U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8RTT4hUJsBA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ru_SjdppsVI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ru_SjdppsVI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QOVaHwm-Q6U
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